
 
Harbord Harlequins Rugby Club 
 
Selection Process and Policies 
 
Team Selections Process 
 
1.  The appointed Coach and Manager of a team have sole discretion in selecting 
the players to take the field in all games played by that team. 
 
2.  During the course of the rugby season when the team is playing in their 
normally organized games (eg: combined Manly & Warringah JRU organized 
games or SJRU games) then team selections must endeavour to give equal 
game time to all registered players in the team - refer detailed Equal Game Time 
Policy below. 
 
3.  Minis In any special event games (ie: outside normal season games) where 
the Harbord Harlequins Rugby Club is “on exhibition” (eg: curtain raiser games) 
and / or competing for prizes in a tournament, then team selections should be 
made with a different priority.Specifically:- 
 
  (a)  the selection of any player will always be subject to the general behaviour, 
attitude and sportsmanship of that player being of a minimum acceptable 
standard; 
  (b)  the next priority is that players of better ability should be selected ahead of 
those of lesser ability; 
  (c)  in those cases where players have been assessed as having equal ability 
then priority should be given to the player who has a better level of general 
behaviour, commitment to the team and sportsmanship. 
 
   Juniors The junior competition is run by SJRU and is a graded competition 
where players and teams are graded into divisions of like ability. Once a player 
has been selected in a graded team the Equal Game Time policy applies – refer 
below.  
 
 
Equal Game Time Policy 
 
A core, non-negotiable HHRC policy is to ensure each player receives equal 
game time throughout the season. This is entirely consistent with the Club's core 
objective of "Developing young people through our actions and through 
rugby" and is a critical plank in the Club's player retention strategy of keeping as 
many players as possible in the game of rugby for as long as possible. 
 
Specifically, the following criteria are to be followed at all times; 
 



• ALL players are to be rotated equally during the season 
• If a player is asked to travel  to provide back-up support due to player 

shortage, they must be given meaningful game time 
• If a player is already playing at a ground in his regular team and agrees to 

provide support for another team, game time does not have to be 
guaranteed, but this possibility must be explained to the player and his 
family beforehand. 

• Players are to be referred to as Squad Members and not as run-on or 
bench/reserve players - all squad members should be made to feel equally 
valued 

• All  players in a team must be given meaningful game time  in the final 
series including the Grand Final 

 
Coaches have discretion on exactly how the policy is to be implemented for 
his/her team so long as the intended outcome of equal game time over a season 
is achieved. Stategies available to achieve the outcome include: 
 
• Dividing games into quarters and making substitutions at the quarter 

intervals 
• When playing weaker opposition or where the game is clearly won, rest the 

stronger players allowing the less strong players more game time. This can 
be balanceded out when playing stronger opposition and in tight games - 
the aim being to "average" out the game time over a period of weeks. 

• Appoint a "helper" to help manage the substitution process on game day 
 
Player health and safety is of paramount concern at all times and 
supercedes all other policies. Should a player's health or safety be at risk, they 
should not take the field. This would be particually relevant for specialist positions 
such as the front row. Coaches should ensure they have adequate back-up to 
cover these key specialist positions. 
 
Coaches are encouraged to clearly communicate this policy and how they 
intend its implementation to all players and parents at the start of the season to 
provide clarity and manage expectations. This will help alleviate potential 
selection anixety during the season for players and their families and provide a 
more enjoyable and rewarding rugby experience for all. 
 


